
Section-C (Annexure-1): Specification for upgradation of PLC based control 
system for pumphouse 

 
 

Sl. No. Features  Specifications  

1.  Item Siemens make  PLC hardware & software 
2.  Application  For upgradation of control system in KKNPP Unit-1 Sea water pumps  
3.  Upgradation 

requirements 
 Existing CPU has to be made redundant with hot standby feature, so that 

single CPU failure will not affect the system operation 
 Main & Standby LAN are required with hot standby feature 
 Additional IOs has to be connected with the PLC. Refer Annexure B – Table 

1, 2, 3 for the additional IOs list. 
 Refer Annexure C , for additional screen to be implemented corresponding 

to the additional IOs 
4.  Upgradation in logics  Once warning signal is actuated due to any RTD reading crossing the set 

point value, the background color of that particular RTD has to be changed 
to YELLOW color. YELLOW color has to persist till the warning signal is 
cleared. 

 Once warning trip is actuated due to any RTD reading crossing the set point 
value, the background color of that particular RTD has to be changed to 
RED color. RED color has to persist till the emergency signal is cleared. 

 On occurrence of an alarm / emergency signal, a pop up window alert 
should be implemented for alerting the operator irrespective of the 
fragment screen being selected for monitoring. 

5.  

Installation, 
Commissioning, 
Documentation & 
training of the system 

Party has to commission the system in site. Travel and accommodation charges 
has to be borne by the party itself. The work has to be started as per the 
availability of work front in the site.  

Following is the scope of the work involved. 

(i) Installation work which involves installation of CPU & accessories 
for upgradation of existing system & also for implementing 
additional IOs. 

(ii) Commissioning & testing of hot standby feature of CPU. 
(iii) Commissioning & testing of dual LAN with hot standby feature. 
(iv) Commissioning and testing of video frame screens & additional IOs. 

Connection of additional IOs from field to PLC panel will not come 
under party scope. 

6.  General Terms and 
Conditions  

 Early delivery of the item will be preferred  
 Item must be properly packed & no damage should occur in transit 
 Items should have proper marking and should be identifiable easily.  

 

 


